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Retail + Corporate

We create and revitalise
spaces from offsite design
and construction phase to
onsite installation and aftersales service.
Developing the design in
a digital twin allows us
to manufacture modular
structures in an agile,
efficient and sustainable
way. Here is where
architecture and engineering
merge, to create a product of
great quality and attractive
design in line with our
clients’ concept, aspirations
and operational needs.

Merchandising pop-up
shop for RCD Espanyol
Repurposed maritime container
that doubles up its area by
automatically unfolding a second
module contained within.
Itinerant installation acting as a
showroom and point of sale for
the RCD Espanyol de Barcelona
merchandising.

7Fun, UBBO, Lisbon
Design, project management
and construction. Cafe-bar,
built with 2 containers of 20’
in 2 heights, with terraces on
the roof.

Mixed-use modular facilities for FC
Barcelona, La Rambla del Barça
The Hood ‘anti-mall’ space, UBBO,
Lisbon

Store, information point, vermouth bar and warehouse
pop-up modules. Construction project, work and onsite
installation. Design: GAC3000 architecture.

Through the transformation and
refurbishment of containers and buses out
of service, we’ve created for Eurofund an
alternative space where the gastro and retail
world go hand in hand with art, urban culture
and sustainability.
Varied outdoor retail and gastro spaces easy
to assemble, disassemble and relocate.
Industrialisation and offsite production,
assistance in the adaptation of the
environment, transport and onsite assembly.
Image: www.fcbarcelona.es
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Leisure+ Sport

We design and create
leisure and sports spaces
using transformed sea
containers.

TMKiteClub, Cesantes,
Pontevedra
Base and warehouse including
an outdoor shower area for the
TMKiteClub on the beach of Cesantes (Ría de Vigo). Built from
a recycled old container. Solar
panels for self-sufficient and
sustainable electricity and hot
water.

La Poma Bikepark,
Premiá del Dalt

Modular beach bars in Vigo
Based on a proposal from Vigo
City Council to renew the look,
accessibility and functionality of
the beach stalls. Finished with
natural wood and a predominant
white color, the new beach bars
stand in harmony at the beaches
of Alcabre, Tombo do Gato and O
Vao in Vigo. Completely modular,
easy to install, disassemble and
relocate. Manufactured and
installed in a short time frame.

Facilities for the bikepark
(bar, offices, first-aid,
changing rooms). Built from
10 containers of 20’. Made
for the Ayuntament de
Premiá del Dalt in Barcelona.

Lagoh, Sevilla

Zero Latency, UBBO, Lisbon
Virtual reality space, designed and
built with 5 containers of 40’ and 2
containers of 20’ - a diaphanous area
of 165m2 for virtual reality activities
and 30m2 for facilities.

Developed for Lar España and Urban Planet. Design and modular
construction for gastro, leisure and retail spaces, using maritime
containers, creating ephemeral and removable surfaces.
Design, offsite construction, project management and onsite
installation of 13 spaces from 13 containers.
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Evolving Homes

Efficient, modern and
sustainable modular
homes
The offsite construction of
the modules from a digital
twin, allows us to achieve
quality-tested homes in
short time frames.

Evolving Homes
The Evolving Home design gives
you the flexibility to expand or
reduce your house according to
your needs and stage of life. A
house that evolves with you.
We take care of everything… from
design, offsite construction and
licensing to onsite installation and
aftersales service.
Evolving Home 45, 65, 90 and
130. A home for life, in just four
months.

Proposal for a modular
residential building
Design proposal based on
maritime containers for a
competition organised by
the Barcelona City Council
(October 2020).

A home for life,
in just 4 months
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R+D+I
Our fully adaptable
modular solutions allow the
implementation of secure
accesses, meeting protocols,
distancing measures...
Ideal to ensure business
continuity and a healthy
environment.

COVID-19 social distancing measures on beaches
This versatile system takes into account tidal variation and wind, also
allowing the beach cleaning operations. Installed as well on beaches
in Baiona and Huelva.

Modular hospital camp
Design of hospital units based on maritime
containers. A flexible, stackable, modulable,
reusable and transportable construction to provide
mobile hospital space as required in situations of
emergency.

Access control
Mobile, innovative and configurable
modular solutions for access protocols,
security and luggage controls and safe
meetings.
(Visuals: safe visit room, Port Aventura access control and
security control and access to cruise ships in Cádiz)

DAVID: smart laboratory of biocidal products
from recycled oils for the prevention of
COVID-19
A modular laboratory with clean room conditions, powered
by renewable energies, sustainable, monitored and
smart, to develop a biocidal product from the recycling
of vegetable oils. This laboratory could be extrapolated
to other uses (hospitals, pharmaceuticals, biotech,
electronics...). In collaboration with the consortium
formed by Soltec Ingenieros + VERSA, PerfectNumbers,
BFlow and Keybiological.

Caleira 5, oficina 4
36210 Vigo, España
+34 986 21 38 94
rma@versaprojects.es
versaprojects.es

